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NEXT MEETING:
Date:
December 8, 2011 (Our usual second Thursday!)
Time:
7:00pm
Location:
Check your email invitation for details

Orchid Sale

Is continuing until the first freeze at
Featherstone Orchids, Dunnellon (Crystal River), Florida
See the ad at the end of the newsletter

Webmaster Carlos Fernandez once again
chaired the meeting, and began by
reporting on the successful display that

was mounted by our Society at the
recent Gainesville show. Special thanks
are in order for Michael and Harriet
Wright, Glenn and Martha Sponholtz,
and Pam Stevens for their efforts in
getting it all together and making it
happen. Equal thanks are extended to
those members who were able to lend
orchids to go in the display. It turned
out beautifully, and is a presentation
everyone can be proud of. Great job,
members who loaned orchids, workers
who created and dismantled the display,
and everyone in the Society!

Stanhopea costariquences

November 2011

Carlos reminded everyone that the
annual Christmas dinner is scheduled for
December 8 at Bob Lindquist’s house in
Bobbin Brook. That date is our usual
second Thursday meeting night. An
invitation will be sent out to members
with directions to Bob’s house included.
As is customary, the Society will
provide ham and turkey, and members
are asked to bring a covered dish to
share.

Carlos announced that Walt Wager is
again thinning his collection. Members
interested in purchasing some of his
orchids should contact Walt directly.

The bloom table fairly groaned with
beautiful orchids this month, and they
were ably presented by Carlos
Fernandez and Mike Clark.

Laelia anceps grown by Pam Stevens

Members were also reminded that our
show is April 21 and 22, 2012, and the
theme is "Jewels of the Jungle."
Michael Wright gave members an
update on the new AOS headquarters
that in the process of becoming. It is
located at the Fairchild Gardens; further
information should be available on the
AOS website. According to Michael,
this move is a great deal economically
for both the AOS and Fairchild, and will
result in a lower overhead for AOS.

Potinara Lovely Fantasy grown by Jo Ann Cleveland

Following another trip to the
refreshment table, members settled in for
an informative program from Mike
Clark on the twelve steps to being a
better orchid grower. Mike discussed
the following steps and illustrated them
with photos of orchids from his
collection:





Accumulate an orchid library
Establish a cultural regime
Check your plants frequently
Do not over crowd your plants

 Say no to too many different
types
too quickly
 Let your success lead to new
acquisitions
 Purchase blooming size orchids
 Keep some records on your
collection
 Admit your failures
 Join the local Orchid Society
 Seek answers to your questions
and solutions to your problems
 Visit an orchid show

Its unique flowering behavior only came
to light after the specimen was taken
back to the Netherlands. Dr. de Vogel
took the plant home in an attempt to
understand why its buds appeared to
wither when they reached a size that
would normally produce 2cm flowers.
To his surprise, he observed the flowers
open a few hours after dusk and remain
open until a few hours after sunrise. The
flowers opened for one night only,
explaining why the buds appeared to be
preparing to open one day, yet be
withered the next day.

Just in case you missed this
fascinating bit of orchid news
reported by BBC:

The specimen has been identified as
belonging to the Bulbophyllum genus,
which -with about 2,000 species - is the
largest group in the orchid family.
While there are a number of orchids that
do attract night-time pollinators, B.
nocturnum is the first known species that
exclusively flowers at night.
Mr.
Schuiteman said it still remained a
mystery why the plant had developed
such behavior.
"We think related
species are pollinated by tiny flies that
think they are visiting fungi," he
explained. "The flowers mimic fungi,
that's what the details of the flowers look
like they do. "The flies are looking for
somewhere to lay eggs, and it is most
probably [a species] that forages at
night." He added: "The orchid probably
has a smell, not detectable by humans, to
attract insects from a distance - and
when they are nearby, the shape and
physical aspects of the flower probably
play a role too.

A night-flowering orchid, the first of its
kind known to science, has been
described by a team of botanists.
Experts say the "remarkable" species is
the only orchid known to consistently
flower at night, but why it has adopted
this behavior remains a mystery. The
plant was discovered by a Dutch
researcher during an expedition to New
Britain, an island near Papua New
Guinea.
The findings appear in the Botanical
Journal of the Linnean Society. "It was
so unexpected because there are so many
species of orchids and not one was
known [to flower] at night only," said
co-author Andre Schuiteman, senior
researcher and an orchid expert at the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. "It was
quite remarkable to find one, after so
many years of orchid research, that is
night-flowering," he told BBC News.
The specimen was discovered by coauthor Ed de Vogel during a field trip in
a region of lowland rainforest on the
Pacific island.

Mr. Schuiteman said the exact reason
why B. nocturnum only flowered at
night would remain a mystery until
further field studies had been completed.
However, time may be against them as
the location in western New Britain

where the original specimen was found
lay within a logging area. "It was
previously inaccessible but now the area
has been opened by logging," Mr.
Schuiteman said, adding that was an area
that needed to be explored because there
were probably many more species
waiting to be described. He said the
logging activity was a double-edged
sword because Papua New Guinea's
government had granted logging licenses
in the area meant that it created roads
that had allowed the plant hunters to
carry out their exploration, yet it was an
activity that could threaten the long-term
survival of the species.

QUIZ
CORNER

"My colleague who discovered it got
permission from the logging company to
go into the area, they even gave him a
car to use. "They realized that it would
have been a shame to log the trees and
destroy the orchids because they would
be left lying on the ground exposed to
full sunlight." He called for areas to be
left untouched: "It is the government that
gives permits to log a particular area, so
we should be asking them to protect
areas and not issue permits for
everything."

Oncidium grown by Marc and Carol Fisher

Since we didn’t get to the Quiz Corner question
at our last meeting, and it is our final question,
I’m giving you a freebie. Happy Thanksgiving!
November Question:
Continuing our interest in insects,
what insect hunts its prey exclusively
on orchids?

Meet the handsome orchid mantis. Native to
Malaysia and Indonesia, he blends in to
his surroundings with his lovely coloring.

Bulbophyllum nocturnum

WHAT’S BLOOMING

Catasetum
sanguineum female
flowers (above),
and Vanda Coerulea
(left), grown by
Becky Lyons.

Lycaste cruenta (top), and Catasetum Fred
Clarkara ‘After Dark’ (left), and Zygopetalum
mackyie (bottom), all grown by Michael and
Harriet Wright

Sophronitis cernua (right)
grown by Steve Wilson

Pelatantheria
insectifera
(above), and
Sophrocattleya
Crystelle Smith
‘Gold Throat’
(left) grown by
Jo Ann Cleveland
and Charlie
Plachy
Miltassia Dark Star grown by Ann O’Hara

These sponsors support our Society activities with their
donations and assistance. When you are seeking orchids
and/or supplies, please be sure to check with them first.
They will appreciate your patronage!

The Featherstone sale is continuing until the first
freeze. There are plenty of great orchids left,
including many large nobile dendrobiums at great
prices. Don’t miss it!

